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Initial Consultation Report  
Tara A. Fantauzzi, Professional Genealogist 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Subjects of Focus:  Identity of Andrea Ubaldi  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

The purpose of this report is to summarize the data and goals for your project. Please 
review the information in this report carefully and report if any additional information 
is known at project start or if any of the information should be changed or corrected. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Client has a desire to establish and prove a specific date and place of origin for her direct 
ancestor Andrea Ubaldi with a goal to obtain a certified Italian birth extract for her 
Italian dual citizenship application. Client submitted a copy of an original death record 
for our subject Andrea Ubaldi to verify and prove he died on the 21st of August 1937 in 
the San Joaquin General Hospital in San Joaquin County, California. The identities of the 
parents to our subject were not reported by the death informant. The record reported 
that Andrea Ubaldi was born on the 29th of March 1877.  
 
A copy of the declaration of intention for Andrea Ubaldi was submitted and his date and 
place of origin was reported on that record as being ‘Carpeneto’. In addition, it was 
further said that Andrea Ubaldi was born on the 29th of March 1877. A migration record 
index entry was submitted for Andrea Ubaldi and the dates that were reported on it 
matched the data provided on the declaration of intention for our subject regarding his 
date, place and method of arrival. A copy of the original ship passenger list was not 
submitted yet and client reported she does not have a copy of the original because her 
Ancestry subscription is no longer active. It will be important to obtain a copy of the 
original ship passenger list from 1907 for Andrea Ubaldi to analyze all the details 
reported on the record.   
 
The place was reported on the ship passenger list as ‘Antognola’ which is a hamlet of the 
larger municipality of Tizzano Val Parma. Client submitted a request to Tizzano Val 
Parma but the clerk was unable to find a record there after a survey was done at the 
municipal hall for the years 1866-1905. The town reported by letter that no one named 
Andrea Ubaldi had his birth registered in Tizzano Val Parma whose parents were Divino 
Ubaldi and Filomena Capretti. The clerk did not mention an individual of the same name 
was born in that town to different parents, so it seems likely that no close record 
matches were identified during the survey completed by the clerk. It is important to 
note that no marriage or death record has been obtained yet to verify the identities of 
the parents to our subject and it is not currently known what source was used to 
establish the identities of the parents to Andrea Ubaldi.  
 
It is important to note correspondences were reviewed between client and ICAP Gen 
and it was reported by email that the Parma State Archives reported there is no town 
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named ‘Carpaneto’ in their Province. Two different places were identified as possible 
matches including the hamlet of Carpaneto in the town of Tizzano Val Parma as well as 
the town of Carpineti in the province of Reggio Emilia. Both locations were contacted to 
obtain copies of a certified Italian birth extract on our subject Andrea Ubaldi, but no 
record was found at either location. In preparation of this report genealogist also 
identified a place referred to as Carpaneto Piacentino, Piacenza, Emilia-Romagna, Italy 
as one other place name to further investigate as a possible place of origin on our 
subject.  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Summary of Research Recommendations: 
 
The declaration of intention submitted by Andrea Ubaldi reported he married his wife 
Pia during 1911 in Bakersfield, Kern County, California, but a copy of his original State 
marriage record has not been obtained yet to verify and prove their specific date and 
place of marriage. The marriage license may report if the couple celebrated a religious 
marriage ceremony; if they are found to have been married in a religious ceremony it 
means a religious marriage record may exist on the couple that could provide more 
biographical information about the groom.   
 
Genealogist recommends applying up to fifteen minutes of correspondence time 
requesting an informational copy of an original marriage record for Andrea and Pia 
Ubaldi from the Kern County Record.  There will be search and copy fees of $15 due to 
the Kern County Recorder.  
 

Correspondence Time is a term we use to describe research tasks that involve 
direct contacts with government agencies, historical societies, or other entities to 
submit requests for documents; often including the completion of formal request 
forms, emails, or mail correspondence. Correspondence tasks are billed at half 
our normal research rate. 

 
As discussed with client it will be important to complete a brief survey of U.S. records 
related to our subject Andrea Ubaldi to find at least a copy of his ship passenger list and 
possibly vital index entries to narrow down the date and place of death for our subject 
Andrea Ubaldi. In addition, genealogist identified a collection of Catholic parish records 
recorded in Antognano, Parma, Italy that date from 1645-1915 related to the parish of 
Sant’Andrea Apostolo. It is important to remember Antognano as well as Carpaneto are 
towns associated with the greater area of Tizzano Val Parma. Genealogist recommends 
a survey of these records to search for a copy of an original baptismal record on our 
subject Andrea Ubaldi. It may be possible he was baptized here and if a baptismal record 
is found for our subject it may report a different place of origin.  
 
Genealogist recommends applying up to one and a half hours of research time 
completing a brief survey of U.S. records to find evidence related to our subject Andrea 
Ubadli as well as digital collections survey of Roman Catholic parish records from 
Antognano, Parma, Italy.  
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Digital Collections Survey is a term we use to describe a research survey that 
exhausts all available collections of documents that are published online 
including but not limited to Ancestry.com and other premium information service 
databases. Copies of original documentation may include census, vital, military, 
probate, land and church records; secondary documentation may include copies 
of record transcriptions, record index entries and published genealogies. 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Itemized List of Research Recommendations: 
 
1. Correspondence, up to .25 hours correspondence time + $15 record copy fees  

• To submit a request a search to obtain a record copy of an original State 
marriage record for Andrea and Pia Ubaldi  

 
2. Digital Collections Survey, Up to 1.5 hours research time 

• Research survey on the identity of Andrea Ubaldi to briefly review U.S. records 
related to our subject as well as a survey of Roman Catholic church records from 
Antognano to search for a baptismal record for Andrea Ubaldi that will search 
all available collections of documents that are published online including but not 
limited to Ancestry.com premium databases. Copies of original documentation 
may include census, vital, military, probate, land and church records; secondary 
documentation may include copies of record transcriptions, record index entries 
and published genealogies. 
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